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TERMINATOR
HIGH-POWER, ONE-SHOT
DRAIN OPENER
WITH ODOR BLANKET
INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
BI-PHASE DRAIN OPENER
AND MAINTAINER

Product # 7064
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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TERMINATOR
HIGH-POWER, ONE-SHOT DRAIN OPENER
with ODOR BLANKET
TERMINATOR is a bi-phase drain opener that works fast and
will not harm plumbing pipes or fixtures. TERMINATOR
features an inhibited acid that is safer to handle than
conventional acidic drain openers combined with a proven
grease gobbler that also acts as an odor masking agent. This
bi-phase formula makes TERMINATOR the most advanced
product of its type.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Attention:
Wear acid-resistant face
shield apron and gloves. Product could
react violently with some materials,
causing gases & hot acid to spray back
out of drain. Never use product in drains
after, with, or before hot water, other drain
openers or other chemicals. Do not add
water to acid. Do not pour into standing
water or a completely stopped drain.
Never use with plunger.
Empty entire contents into drain and
quickly cover opening with a deep
container to shield against any splashback. Refasten cap tightly on empty
bottle, wrap in several layers of paper,
and discard in trash. Wait 15 minutes,
then clear drain of acid by flushing with a
large amount of cold water. Repeat
treatment if necessary.
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Additional Information
Clogged drains is a problem that troubles every business and facility at some or another. Having
an effective drain opener can save you the excessive cost of calling out a plumber or drain
service. TERMINATOR is perhaps the most effective drain opener you can get for a number of
reasons. Most severe drain clogs result when a variety of debris get stuck together with grease,
body oils and soap scum, all grease based wastes that act like glue and clog up your drains.
TERMINATOR contains a powerful solvent that breaks down grease instantly and permanently.
The unique sulfuric acid in TERMINATOR burns up paper products, diapers, sanitary napkins,
filter tips from cigarettes, etc., without harming the pipes or fixtures. TERMINATOR is packaged
in one-shot pint bottles for extra safety and convenience. TERMINATOR is safe on all types of
plumbing; copper, galvanized, PVC, zinc and brass. A simple way to demonstrate the difference
between TERMINATOR and other sulfuric acid drain openers is to pour a little of each into two
Styrofoam cups, activate the acid with some water and set them into a sink. Styrofoam is made
from a grease based material and simulates the grease clogging a drain. TERMINATOR
dissolves the cup instantly while the other product has no effect at all not to mention the awful
rotten-egg smell the other products make. Use TERMINATOR where other products have failed
or proved unsatisfactory.
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